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Chapter I The Current Status of National Sustainable Development

1. National Council for Sustainable
Developmentl upgraded to statutory organization t o h e l p l o c a l
g o v e r n m e n t s draft County/City
Sustainable Development Action
Plans

2. 2003 Designated The First Year of
Sustainable Development in
Taiwan
President Chen stresses the importance of sustainable development
because Taiwan is limited in its natural

The National Council for Sustainable

resources, and has a dense population

Development (NCSD) was established in

and frequent natural disasters. Only con-

1997,

crete actions toward sustainable develop-

and

the

passage

of

the

Fundamental Enviroumental Protection

ment will assure the future of Taiwan.

Act in November 2002 further gives the

President Chen designated 2003as the

legal pasis for the foundafion of the

first year of sustainable Development in

Councial. Since it established, the NCSD

Taiwan, and urged the public to work

has announced the “Taiwan Agenda 21”

together pursuing Taiwan's sustainable

in May 1990 and the National Sustainable

development.

Development Action Plan in December
2002.
Started July 2003, it has been helping
local gover nmnets draft County City
Sustainable Development Action Plans. A
total 11local government s are participating in the first stage program.
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3. Taiwan Declaration on Sustainable
Development and First Year of
Sustainable Development Action
Rally

4. To Establisment of Taiwan
Sustainable
Development
Indicator System
A total of 42 indices are specified in

Sustainable

the national sustainable development sys-

Development Action Plan was announced

tem based on the Taiwan Sustainable

in December 2002, the NCSD drafted the

Vision and Strategic Research Plan.

After

Taiwan

the

National

Declaration

on

Sustainable

Development and organized the First Year

The system is designed on the structure

of Sustainable Development Action Rally on

of P-S-R (Pressure-State-Response). The

January 25, 2003. The president, premier,

State Indicator of an environmental eco-

president of Academia Sinica, and repre-

logical resource shows the degree to

sentatives from schools, communities, ciric-

which the environment deteriorates or

groups and local governments were invited

improves. The Pressure Indicator shows

to sign the Taiwan Declaration on

social structure and economic activities

Sustainable Development. In addition to

having impacts on the environment. The

promoting sustainable development con-

Response Index aims to pursue a sustain-

cepts, the declaration aims to show the

able development system to respond to

strong resolution of Taiwan government and

ecological states and social pressure.

its people for implementing sustainable

Additionally, the system is divided into

development.

Island Taiwan and Urban Taiwan. These
indices are placed in six categories:
Ecological Resources, Environmental
Pollution, Social Pressure, Economic
Pressure, System Response and Urban
Sustainable Development.
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5. Evaluation of organizations for promoting sustainable development
Encouraging all people in Taiwan to
participate in promoting sustainable
development, the NCSD organized the first
Taiwan Sustainable Development Award in
November 2003. The award includes five
categories: the Best Community in
Sustainable Development, Sustainable
Development

Education,

the

Best

Enterprises in Sustainable Development,
the Best Association in Sustainable
Development and the Best Action Plan
Implementation.
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The Taiwan Declaration on Sustainable
Development
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1. Introduction of Sustainable
Development Index
Sustainable development is the main
pathway for the global village to live and
develop together in harmony. To fulfill
President Chen’s declaration of the First
Year of Sustainable Development in
Taiwan, Premier Yu summoned the 16th
NCSD meeting on June 5, 2003., and
adopted

the

Taiwan

Sustainable

Devlopment Index System. By employing
the system, the committee hopes to provide policy informing, policy review and
policy guidance.

2. Evaluating Taiwan’s Sustainable
Development – Comprehensive
Analysis of Overall Trend
According to the evaluation of indexes, population and economic activities
increase pollution. The demands of land
exploitation and renewable resources
increase. However, the current pollution
density control strategy and environment
capability for self-purification cannot
ensure environmental quality. Hence, to
fulfill the goal of sustainable development,
the government has to request enterprises
to upgrade pollution content technologies. Attaining a level of Total Control is
even more important. Sound land use
planning and control over exploitative
behaviors facilitates effects to protect the
environment and natural resources. The
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pathway to sustainable development
relies on making the best use of the feedback processes within system. Social, economic and ecological systems therefore,
building a strong base for the natural environment and implementing policies to
reduce our environmental impact helps to
promote national sustainable development.
The year 1988 is given an SDI of 100
and is the basic year for observing national trends in sustainable development.
From 1988 to 2002, it can be seen that
social and economic pressures have
strayed from sustainable development.
Combined social and economic pressure
indexes are shown in graph form as follows:
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The status of ecology and the environ-

Urban Sustainable Development eval-

ment are seen to stray from the trend of

uation outcome shows sustainable devel-

sustainable development, hitting the low-

opment is heading the right direction.

est point of 98.03 in 2001. But the condition

Urban Sustainable Development Group

was greatly improved in 2002. The current

Index is shown below:

ecological and environmental indexes are
as follows:

In terms of System Response, govern-

3. The Trend Analysis of Six Categories

ment’s capacity to respond has increased

3.1 Ecological Resources: Straying from

to reach 107 in 2002. The System Response

sustainable development since 1993.

Group Index is shown:
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3.2 Environmental Pollution: Index oscil-

3.4 Economic Pressure: rising from 100 to

lated from 1988 to 2002. Overall envi-

103.837 in the direction of sustain-

ronmental quality has strayed from

able development.

sustainable development trends.

3.3 Social Pressure: Indicators on the
down side since 1988 to 2002.

3.5 System Response: overall system
capability to respond has been rising
since 1991.
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3.6 Urban Sustainable Development:
Urban sustainable development has
been on the right path of sustainable
development since 1988 to 2002.
Urban areas are where government
places political, economic, cultural
and education resources are concentrated. Hence, urban areas have
vast influence on sustainable development.

The establishment of the Sustainable
Development Indicator System and its
mechanism aims to evaluate sustainable
development outcomes. In the future, the
information released by the Sustainable
Development Indicators can instruct governmental organizations to implement policy informing, policy discussion and policy
instruction.
Besides, the website of Sustainable
Development Indicator System provides
comparison and on-line consultancy
enabling the public to understand more
about sustainable development concepts.
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1. Jiuun-rong Yeh, Executive Chief of
the NCSD

Index. After about a year, Taiwan took the
important step of developing its National
Sustainable Development Index.

In light of global environmental protection affairs, the scope of Taiwan’s imple-

After announcing the Index, Dr. Jiunn-

mentation measures is very wide. On

rong Yeh, Executive Chief of the NCSD,

August 11, 1994, the Executive Yuan

spoke openly about the process of the

changed the name of its “Global

index’s development.

Environmental Change Task Force” to the
“Work

“Committee on Global Change Policy.”

on

the

Sustainable

Development Index went through two
In recent years, the rapid pace of the

phases. One was fielding the insights

global sustainable development move-

each country had on sustainable devel-

ment has brought about significant

opment and the other was making them

changes in domestic politics, society, the

consistent with international benchmarks,”

economy, and the environment. Taiwan

says Yeh. “Sustainable development in

needs to capture the right opportunities at

Taiwan is partly due to its democratization

the right time and integrate sustainable

that has given rise to a stronger social con-

development-related work in order to

cern for the environment. It is also partly

raise national competitiveness. To help

due to international pressure. These two

achieve these objectives, the Executive

factors are the driving forces of Taiwan’s

Yuan on August 23, 1997, expanded the

sustainable development.”

scope of its Committee on Global Change
Policy and established the National

The U.N. formally established mecha-

Council for Sustainable Development

nisms to promote sustainable develop-

(NCSD).

ment hoping for the cooperation of all
countries. Those mechanisms had three

26

Since its establishment, the NCSD has

fundamental conditions. First, each coun-

promoted and completed a variety of

try establishes a national-level sustainable

programs that reached a milestone with

development committee presided over by

the announcement last year of the

its head of state. Fifteen percent of coun-

Sustainable Development Index. This sys-

tries have their president or prime minister

tem seeks to quantify the country’s overall

preside over their sustainable develop-

sustainable development efforts.

In

ment committees. In the case of Taiwan,

January 2002, the United Nations devel-

the premier, who heads the Executive

oped the U.N. Sustainable Development

Yuan, presides over the council.
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“A minister-without-portfolio used to

Meeting in South Africa, the U.N.

chair the NCSD,” says Yeh. “But after years

appealed for the establishment of an

of changes in the chairmanship, expan-

implementation plan. We immediately

sion of its scope of responsibilities and ele-

started a series of programs. The president

vation of its position, the premier took over

declared

the chairmanship, fulfilling the condition

Development Activity Year. Premier Yu’s

set by the U.N.

personal pragmatism did not allow that

2003

as

Sustainable

sustainable development remained just
Taiwan’s sustainable development is
on track. After the reshuffle that took

idle talk and injected vitality into the work
of implementation.

place last June, the NCSD had one-third
of its members come from academia,

The third essential point is the represen-

another third from heads of government

tative nature of the index for Taiwan.

ministries and one third from NGOs.

“Even though you set up a council and a
plan for implementation, you still need to

“This organization is very progressive,”

assess the state of a country’s sustainable

says Yeh. “Besides those in environmental

development and whether its policies are

studies, scholars come from the fields of

aligned with sustainable development

culture, sociology, economics; many

directions. And here, you need stan-

countries cannot claim to have such a

dards,” says Yeh. “This is what we mean by

diversified structure.”

the index.” The U.N. has defined a basic
index and hopes that each country

The second important point is the

comes up with its own based on its geog-

council’s implementation plan. After their

raphy, history and culture. The selection of

appointment, the members do not just sit

representative benchmarks reflects the

pretty. They need to come up with con-

depth of understanding of a geographic

crete plans and implement them.

area.

“Last year, the NCSD spent half a year

“For example, the index for our betel

exchanging ideas, divided themselves into

nut growing area is something other coun-

nine groups, defined goals, concepts and

tries certainly don’t have,” Yeh explains.

responsibilities, identified which matters
needed to be completed and set a
timetable,” says Yeh.

Taiwan’s track record in sustainable
development puts it among the leaders.
Besides having the premier head the

“Last year, during the Senior Officials

28

NCSD, Taiwan has a concrete implemen-
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tation plan. Indeed, very few countries

though we encourage local governments

have developed their own index. Japan

to bring their resources into full play and

and

even

consequently develop the tourism industry.

announced an index. In the case of

Sustainable development is a most inter-

Taiwan, since the announcement last year

esting project--it is not merely protecting

of the Index, the pace of sustainable

the environment, but is an integrated

development has certainly been very fast.

development of the entire society.”

South

Korea

have

not

“I think that one important idea is that

The NCSD has already established 42

sustainable development is not just the

indices divided into those that apply to

responsibility of the government; it is a task

the outlying islands and those that apply

for everyone,” says Yeh. “In our work in

to the main island of Taiwan. The indices

the council, we always factor in the power

were designed according to P-S-R

of the people. Moreover, we empower

(Pressure-State-Response)

local gover nments to develop local

“Pressure” signifies the pressure felt by eco-

indices and implementation plans, and to

nomic and social mechanisms. “State”

establish local sustainable development

means the level of decay or improvement

councils. Today, many local governments

in the environment’s biological resources.

have begun preparatory work on such

“Response” stands for how government

plans.”

policies and systems deal with the state of

structure.

biological resources and the pressure that
“To encourage the people to accept

comes from the economy and society.

some plans is also one of our objectives.

The index has six major categories: envi-

For example, the China Times Foundation

ronmental pollution, biological resources,

is especially concer ned about water

social pressures, economic pressures, sys-

resources, and they have promoted proj-

tematic responses, and urban develop-

ects such as the ‘Water, Water, Taiwan’

ment. With this index, the commission

exhibition. With the council’s encourage-

hopes to manifest the characteristics of

ment, work and financial subsidies, the

Taiwan and its needs regarding sustain-

government can always join hands with

able development.

the people.”
The six major categories are inter-relat“In ter ms of projects such as the

ed. If this established system has the cor-

rebuilding of areas hit by natural calami-

rect directions, it will ease the pressure and

ties or dredging rivers, we tend to rely on

ultimately reduce pollution.

unpremeditated

30
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“We have to recognize the conditions

Development Action Plan, protection of

of our outlying islands and decide on how

natural resources is listed as one of the

to distribute and utilize our resources,” says

important tasks. According to Minister

Yeh. “We need to understand the impor-

without Porfolio Sing-feng Lin, the assign-

tance of our mountain regions, typhoons,

ment covers activating measures in land

landslides, earthquakes and other natural

conservation and safety, promoting eco-

calamities. The rate of utilization of our lim-

logical cities and launching green con-

ited resources is also an important point.

structions.

We have to build sewage systems. What I
said above all points to the index and a

Operation 1: Land conservation & safety

reference for future government policies.”
Conservation of the land includes the
The completion of the index and its

protection

of

the

Central

Range

comprehensive representation of the

Mountains, major rivers, coastal areas and

country’s natural resources portend the

their natural resources. The job also covers

future. For Taiwan, participation in interna-

the mapping out of land utilization policy,

tional organizations has always met with

natural disaster prevention plans and land

setbacks, instilling an intense crisis mentali-

conservation measures.

ty. Therefore, the completion of a mechanism for sustainable development is a

This task will be undertaken by the

much-cherished accomplishment. In the

Council for Economic Planning and

future, the international community can

Development and the Ministry of the

look at Taiwan as a model. In fact, it is

Interior. The Council of Indigenous Peoples,

already helping Southeast Asian countries

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Council of

such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and

Aboriginal Affairs and Environmental

Laos to develop their own sustainable

Protection Administration will also take

development index. This work is essentially

part in the assignment, which is scheduled

the substance of sustainable diplomacy.

to be completed in December 2004.

2. Sing-feng Lin Minister Without
Porfolio

The second task of this assignment is
the improvement of the management of
rivers to protect the ecology against land-

In accordance with the world's trend,
attaining sustainable development has

slides and floods through medium and
long-term plans.

become a major goal of Taiwan’s government. In the Executive Yuan's Sustainable

32
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The plans include:

Affairs, Ministry of Finance, local govern-

1) Improvement of river mouths of

ments,

Puzih River and Wu River;

Environmental

Protection

Administration, Council for Economic

2) Improvement on the Dongshih Bride
section of Tachia River;

Planning and Development, Council for
Cultural Affairs and the Ministry of

3) Improvement on the Taan River.

Education.

All these projects are scheduled to be
The work is scheduled to be complet-

completed before December, 2007.

ed within six years.
The third task covers the strengthening
of management in coastal protection and

Operation 3: Green construction code

conservation. Among the measures are
planting windbreakers and recovering the

The idea is to give essential considera-

natural landscape and habitats of the

tion to ecological conservation and safety

wetlands.

when introducing new public construction
profects. The year 2006 has been set as

Operation 2: Ecological cities

the target date for all to 19 categories of
public construction to observe the green

The concept of this endeavor is to

construction code.

build cities through the combination of
natural environment and human ingenuity
with emphasis given to coexistence.

Among such public construction projects are new roads, river improvement,
flood control, slopeland development,

Among the major works are raising

new industrial zones, and new buildings.

public green space by 10%, building more

Government agencies involved in this task

sidewalks and lanes for pedestrians and

include the Council for Economic Planning

bicyclists, improving the mass transit sys-

and

tems, and replacing buildings of low eco-

Transportation and Communications,

nomic value with higher value ones.

Council of Agriculture, Ministry of Interior,

Experimental communities will be estab-

Ministry of Economic Affairs, National

lished to usher in the follow-up changes.

Science Council, Research, Development

Development,

Ministry

of

and Evaluation Commission and local
Government agencies in charge of this
program include the Ministry of Interior,
Ministry

of

Transportation

governments. The work is scheduled to be
completed in December 2005.

and

Communications, Ministry of Economic

34
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3. Chih-wei Yang, Member of the
NCSD

working group to assist the government to
carry out research, management, conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity.

Taiwan’s environment has suffered seri-

Other areas in which the working group is

ous destruction and pollution, causing the

actively devoted include increasing public

disappearance of biodiversity, dwindling

awareness and knowledge related to bio-

of forests and worsening water quality. All

diversity, and participating in regional and

of these deeply affect the island’s sustain-

global biodiversity conservation efforts.

ability.

Learning from the harmonious relationToday’s development must not harm the

ship with nature

future generations
In 2002, the same year that the World
Sustainable development means that

Summit was held, Chih-wei Yang was invit-

today’s development must not jeopardize

ed to participate in the preparation of the

the living and development of future gen-

Kimberly Declaration of the world’s indige-

erations.

nous peoples’ organizations. At the end of
that same year, President Shui-bian Chen

The Society for Taiwan Indigenous

drew on part of that declaration to

People's Polices(TIPPA) is concerned not

emphasize that Taiwan’s indigenous peo-

only about policies related to the nation’s

ples play a crucial and vital role in sustain-

indigenous peoples, but about the sustain-

able development both on national and

able development issues and policies.

global levels.

Thus, TIPPA president Chih-wei Yang
became a member of the National

Indigenous peoples have traditionally

Council for Sustainable Development

maintained an interactive, complementa-

(NCSD) in 2003.

ry and har monious relationship with
nature. This type of relationship not only

This NCSD is divided into 8 working

reveals the esteem that indigenous peo-

groups: the sustainable vision, soil

ples have for the land, but also is the true

resources, resources and industry, biodiver-

spirit of sustainable development, as well

sity, quality of life and production, interna-

as the direction governments around the

tional environmental, public health risks

world need to work toward. In carrying out

and sustainable education task forces.

sustainable development efforts, it is of
extreme value to learn from the indige-

Chih-wei Yang joined the biodiversity

36

nous peoples’ traditions.
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on environmental conservation. However,
indigenous peoples have a deep understanding on how to coexist harmoniously
with the nature. For example, indigenous
peoples are very clear about how to
make use of forest resources without causing the extinction or endangerment of any
species. For example, scholars have proposed ecological engineering approaches, but to indigenous peoples this concept
can be as simple as “not harming the fish
when building a bridge or road.” If a river
maintains its fish shoals then there is sustainability.
Yang feels that the issues of sustainable
development cannot be separated from
those of indigenous peoples. In the past,
sustainable development concepts gave
undue emphasis to environmental conserYang believes that there is a need to
promote sustainable development concepts. If mainstream society can be convinced to stop its current development
measures and exploitive habits, and moreover learn from the harmonious self-determination of indigenous peoples, indigenous peoples will be able to regain their
confidence, dignity and pride.

vation. But, it is more important that these
concepts include the sustainability of life,
culture, ethnic groups and resources.
Sustainability is not limited to environmental conservation, but encompasses a profound integration of nature and the land
as well. Moreover, the traditions of indigenous peoples must be respected to reach
the goal of sustainability.

Yang has introduced such concepts to
the NCSD. It is interesting to note that
indigenous peoples are not familiar with
terms such as environmental conservation
or sustainability, or with global standards

38
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4. Ching-chiang Kuo, Deputy Minister
of the PCC

But, on a more positive note, recent
natural disasters have spurred the government into changing its concepts about

Hundreds of years ago, when the

management of hillsides and rivers.

Portuguese caught sight of this island the

Permanent solutions have been sought at

first word that came to mind was

the source of landslides and flooding.

“for mosa”, which means “beautiful”.

Collapses following the 921 Earthquake

Where is that “beautiful island” now? If

were numerous and covered a large

Portuguese explorers were to visit Taiwan

area, requiring a large expenditure for

for the first time today, and see stripped

treatment and restoration. Due to these

hillsides and concrete dikes everywhere,

factors, it was decided that ecological

what adjective would come to them?

engineering methods would be applied.
These include using natural materials and

The 921 Earthquake, so named

planting vegetation to stabilize hillsides

because it struck on September 21, 1999,

and riverways. These methods, in addition

caused loosening and shifting of the geo-

to saving costs, help to preserve Taiwan’s

logical structure of mountains and hills,

ecological resources.

breaking up of rocks and boulders and the
collapse of hillsides. Subsequent strong

According to Ching-chiang Kuo,

typhoons lead to floods, forcing attention

Deputy Minister of the Public Construction

to be focused on the restoration and

Commission (PCC), Executive Yuan, most

treatment of mountain slopes, hillsides and

of the work to bolster hillsides subject to

rivers. Taiwan’s mountain areas have been

landslides following the 921 Earthquake

seriously over-exploited. Excessive unnec-

has been completed, over a total area of

essary digging makes mountain slopes

3,303 hectares. Ecological engineering

and hillsides unstable. Digging to lay roads

guidelines state that to affect a perma-

has lead to hillside collapses and land-

nent solution to landslides it is necessary to

slides. Deforestation has lead to the insta-

use catchment area concepts. For exam-

bility of the soil strata and the planting of

ple, work should be carried out in stages,

crops at high elevation has caused topsoil

which include the search for deep slits in

erosion. Many of Taiwan’s rivers have had

the topsoil at the river source where water

their paths artificially altered with the addi-

accumulates and can eventually trigger

tion

embankments.

landslides, the planting of support vegeta-

Straightened riverways and level embank-

tion and the cutting off or channeling of

ments and beds increase flow velocity,

headwaters. In addition, stabilization

raising the risk of flooding and bursting of

efforts should be carried out at the foot of

of

concrete

embankments.

40
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slopes and materials deposited during

Ecological engineering methods are

landslides cleared. The use of sand to

also effective for river management. In the

build breaks should be avoided, while

past, the riverbed was the focus of river

local materials are recommended to

management, and when water flow was

reduce costs. To prevent further disasters,

large the traditional method was to con-

the surrounding tens of thousands of

struct cement flood control barriers. The

hectares of slopes that have slits, but have

building of check dams and other meth-

not suffered collapses, must also be stabi-

ods affected the local ecology. For exam-

lized. For the slopes in which slides have

ple, fish and shrimp were unable to swim

left a bare face, the lack of topsoil makes

unobstructed. “We believe that such prob-

it impossible to plant vegetation, thus the

lems should be handled in the same way

only alternative is to wait for nature to take

as landslides, meaning at the river’s source

its course and restore a vegetative cover.

instead of downstream. So, we started
dealing with these problems from the
catchment areas. The first step was to
reduce overall flow. The second was to
decrease flood peaks. The third was to
lessen the amount of erosion. In this way,
our rivers can be safely protected.”
At the end of last year, PCC organized
the Ecological Engineering Expo during
which the methods used to manage four
of Taiwan’s rivers were demonstrated. For
example, in Taipei County’s Shuangsi
Township, runoff into the Houfanzihkeng
River contained large amounts of silt as
collapses were a common occurrence on
surrounding banks. Thus, the riverbed had
a serious sedimentation problem resulting
in flooding. Ecological engineering methods were applied to rebuild the banks and
clean up the riverbed. The topography of
the river was modified and the river was
widened.

Concrete was not used,

increasing permeability and providing a

42
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flood control effect. Today, the amount of

vised by the Soil and Water Conservation

silt being washed into the river has signifi-

Bureau. The increase in work and doubt

cantly decreased, resulting in a stable sup-

about the new methods lead to some

ply of clear water.

voices of dissent. But, the completed ecologically friendly projects have driven the

Kuo notes that from 2001 to 2003, a

development of the tourism industries of

total of NT$3.68 billion was spent on

the local communities, and allowed them

restoration and treatment of hillsides and

to experience a revival. As these commu-

rivers. Most of that amount went to wages.

nities achieve greater exposure, ecologi-

A total of 1,355,698 persons worked on

cal tourism and organic farming industries

these projects islandwide. The job oppor-

develop to create new opportunities for

tunities provided by these projects helped

growth.

many people to get through financial
crises in the after math of the 921

These success stories lead to the grad-

Earthquake. During the course of most

ual acceptance of ecological engineer-

public construction processes there is usu-

ing methods. During reconstruction of the

ally little interaction with local residents.

Datun River, the public donated large

However, by participating in the hillside

rocks, which could be cut into cobbles. In

and river construction projects, many local

addition, local residents contributed land

residents became working partners and

along the riverbanks to create a green-

friends, and these projects served as the

belt. Thus, today Datun River is not only

foundation for community rebuilding. In

safe from flooding, but is also a beautiful

addition, soil and water preservation con-

leisure spot. The Nankan River in Taoyuan

cepts were cultivated, meaning that resi-

County flooded when Typhoon Nari struck

dents are willing and able to take care of

northern Taiwan in 2001. It was clear that

their communities and surroundings.

to carry out effective post-disaster rehabilitation construction the river had to be
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In terms of the difficulties in introducing

broadened and buffering zones created.

ecological engineering methods, Kuo says

The Taoyuan County Government effec-

that when new methods are tried, resist-

tively communicated the benefits that

ance is inevitable. In the past, work to pre-

reconstruction would bring, and the more

vent landslides was uniformly done down-

than 20 hectares of land required were

stream. But, with ecological engineering

donated by residents, resulting in a savings

projects, restoration efforts are carried out

of NT$4.9 billion in compensation payouts.

upstream by workers hired by local town

All of these events have deeply moved

and township governments and super-

Kuo, who returned to Taiwan three years
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ago from the US to work on ecological
engineering reconstruction projects, and is
a powerful motivating force for the continued promotion of ecological engineering
methods.
As far as the prospects for 2004, Kuo
notes that, “this year, we must make an allout effort to increase the availability and
application of these methods. In terms of
technical know-how, we are only in the
beginning stage. There is much room for
learning in all areas. In addition, Taiwan
has a unique ecology. It lies at the junction
of two tectonic plates. The collision of
these two plates has produced a diversity
of topographies. Rainfall is heavy and usually comes in the form of downpours.
There are also significant climatic variations. Thus, there are a number of factors

Bookchin once noted that although

that must be taken into consideration and

humans have achieved much technologi-

a number of challenges to be overcome.

cally, they have created a social system

We are now actively developing localized

with destructive tendencies. The important

ecological engineering methods. From

task in these times is for people to open

2005, the National Science Council will

their eyes, observe the destruction and

include ecological engineering methods

then work to restore the relationship

as part of its national plan, meaning that

between man and nature. From the

there will be an increase in the available

achievements and acceptance earned

budget. In the future, we can develop our

over the past three years, ecological engi-

knowledge and introduce it to countries in

neering methods are one of the ways for

Southeast Asia, which will help to raise

man to bolster its fragile relationship with

awareness of Taiwan’s technical expertise

nature. And, with these methods Taiwan is

in the international community. ”

on its way to once again becoming an
island with beautiful mountains and clear

American social ecologist Murray
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5. Sun-hsien Chen, Director of the
Water Resources Agency

Problems Facing Taiwan
1. Water rates do not reflect the value
of water resource:

On sustainable development, Water
Resources Agency Director Chen Sun-

According to a world water rate

hsien gives it a clear-cut definition: sustain-

average standard, water price

able development is a kind of generation

accounts for 4% of the water users’

justice, meaning that even after this gen-

income. In Taiwan, water rate only

eration has enjoyed the existing resources,

takes up 0.4% to 0.5% of the people’s

it leaves them, not the problems, to the

income. Unreasonably low water

next generation. In the past, Taiwan has

rate induces people to use water lib-

been paying particular attention to eco-

erally.

nomic development, focusing on the vol-

2.

A contest for land between people

ume of water it needs without thinking

and water:

about where the water will come from

After urbanization, the layers of

and the resource’s limitations. Such a

water-proof constructions increase

demand-oriented approach, weighing

sharply while the water-sustaining

heavily on exploitation instead of preser-

tiers of the land drop accordingly,

vation, development instead of savings,

causing poor water circulation.

and together with the wrong conception

3. The prevalent concept of "hunting

of engineers of water projects in placing

for it when there is a need":

importance on the size of the projects

We have the inclination to look for

over their functions, irreparable damages

the amount that we need to meet

to the environment has occurred. In

the demand, causing an imbalance

resolving resource issues, launching of

in water supply. The correct con-

constructions is one of the methods.

cept should have been knowing the

However, application of an efficient man-

deposit of the resource first and then

agement process proves to be more

tapping it reasonably.

rewarding in many cases, and the wisdom

4. Confusion in water management

of this application is the key to the realiza-

organizations:

tion of sustainable development of natural

There are a number of government

resources.

organizations that have responsibility
in dealing with water resource issues.
Policy overlapping and conflict of
interests often cause inefficiency in
environmental protection work.
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Solutions to the Problems
To attain sustainable development,
equal importance should be given to
construction projects and non-construction projects. This is also the reason why
the Water Resources Agency has allocated 70% of its budget to the upkeep and
maintenance of constructions already
built and 30% to new constructions to be
carried out.

1. Flood Control
Introducing regional flood control
plans to lower damage:
This endeavor will be carried out
through construction and non-construction methods with the former covering
flood control on plains, flood insurance,
flood monitoring system, and the latter
consisting of improvements in embankment systems and water flows.

2. Water Supply
Stabilizing the supply of water to meet
community needs:
Non-construction methods include the
efficient management of water supply,
like the ferrying of water from southern to
northern Taiwan or vice versa. In addition,
an efficient water control system is useful
in maintaining stable water supply.

3. Water-friendliness
Beautifying the riverbanks with greenery and water-friendly setups:
In the future, 30% of the budget of the
Water Resources Agency will be devoted
to the building of new constructions, with
the rest to be spent on beautifying banks,
reservoirs and waterside parks to offer
more leisure and recreation space to the
public.

4. Living Water
Promoting recycling and multiple use
of water
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The aim of this promotion is to raise the

energy, hydraulic energy, or energy pro-

water's economic value and its usefulness.

duced by vegetables, methane and

Measures will also be introduced to price

biowaste.

water rates at reasonable levels to reflect
water costs and market mechanism.

The Necessity of Developing Renewable
Energy

Enjoying clean and convenient water
supply is one of the basic human rights of

Compared to such highly-developed

which one should not be deprived. The

countries as Germany and the United

most important concept in attaining sus-

States, Taiwan lags far behind in the adop-

tainable water development is to suit

tion of renewable energy, which is superior

nature's way. After all, without water there

to fossil energy as it is inexhaustible. "Due

will be no future for humankind.

to limited natural resources, 97% of the
energy consumed in Taiwan is imported.

6. Yun-ming Wang, Executive
Secretary
of
the
Energy
Commission

To ensure a stable supply of energy, diversification of energy import resources has
become necessary and the development
of renewable energy meets this purpose,"

Following the world trend of develop-

Wang says.

ing green energy, Taiwan’s government
has modified its policy on the develop-

An other reason for promoting renew-

ment of renewable energy. Executing the

able energy is the development of related

gover nment’s decision, the Energy

industries brought along by the new tech-

Commission has launched a series of

nologies introduced for the development

measures after consolidating efforts from

of renewable energy.

the private sector. In a recent interview,
Yun-ming Wang, Executive Secretary of

A History of Renewable Energy

the Energy Commission, commented on

Development

the promotion of renewable energy and
An initial plan on renewable energy

its future development.

development was adopted during the
energy?

"National Energy Conference" convened

Renewable energy is different from tradi-

in Taipei from May 26-27, 1998. Following

tional energy such as petroleum, natural

meetings on energy stressed appropriate

gas and coal. The sources of renewable

development

energy come from solar energy, wind

resources, strengthening of energy sci-

What
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is

renewable

and

use

of

natural
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ence and technology research, adoption

kilowatt is NT$300,000, or seven to ten

of laws that ensure a public policy favor-

times higher than ordinary power rates.

ing the continued use of renewable energy and eventually leading to a nuclear-

Government Strategies and Measures

free land.
Wang says that because of the aboveTo coordinate with the 2008 National

mentioned considerations, development

Development Plan, targets have been set

of renewable energy will be launched in

for 2010 and 2020 by raising the annual

phases, with priority given to projects with

renewable energy production by 2.5 times

available technology and having higher

and five times the present level, respec-

economic value.

tively
According to the "Renewable Energy

New Challenges

Development Plan" approved by the
Executive Yuan on January 1, 2002, an

"Despite the many advantages of

inter-ministry mechanism will be set up and

renewable energy, a number of chal-

legislation for the Renewable Energy Act

lenges still need to be overcome. Take

will be introduced.

wind energy for example, each kilowatt
will require a land space of 55 square

In the interim, the commission will con-

meters and no residence is allowed within

tinue to promote wind energy with

300 meters of the turbine. As Taiwan is a

demonstrations in Taiwan and on Penghu

densely populated place, such require-

Islands.

ment will hamper wind energy development," Wang says.

As a measure to attract local industries
to use renewable energy, Wang says, the

In addition, renewable energy is subject to weather elements, making power

Energy Commission will offer technical
services and subsidies to them.

supply unstable. In Taiwan, wind force is
stronger in winter and weaker in summer,

Renewable Energy Promotion and Future

causing imbalance in power demand and

Goals

supply.
Generation of solar power calls for
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As is the case in developed countries,

higher cost. However, promotion has

the cost for renewable energy is higher in

been actively launched. As from 2000 to

Taiwan. For solar energy, the cost for each

the present, 87 subsidy requests have
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been approved for a total installed
capacity of 866 kilowatts. It is expected
that by the end of 2004, incentives will be
given for installed capacity of 1,000 kilowatts.
On wind energy, there is a potential for
setting up 3,000 kilowatt installed capacity
units. As from 2000 to the present, subsidies have been given to a number of projects with total installed capacity reaching
8,540 kilowatts.
Targets have also been set for development of geothermal power, hydraulic
power, and methane power plants.
"In the coming 10 to 20 years, renewable energy will top 65,000,000 kw,
accounting for 12% of the installed energy
capacity of the nation," Wang says.
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Since its establishment, the govern-

save the black-faced spoonbill, promote a

ment has set up eight working groups to

movement to preserve mangroves and

implement the plans of the National

save the wetlands in Kaohsiung and

Council for Sustainable Development.

Pingtung as well as those in Donggang.

However, the council needs the full sup-

Such a movement would likewise safe-

port of everyone and non-government

guard the tortoise breeding grounds on

groups to achieve its goals. Hence, this

Penghu, the habitats of Taiwan jacanas

chapter identifies some members of

(water pheasants) and speed up the birth

organizations who participate in the work

of a wetland seducational park.

of the commission, and hope that their
civil associations will continue to support

Objectives of Wetlands Taiwan

this commission.
Participate in environmental protec-

1. Wetlands Taiwan

tion activities

If the forests are the lungs of the earth,

Make use of ecological studies and

the wetlands are its kidneys. The wetlands

legislation to define the protected zone for

can regulate the amount of water the

animal habitats and revival of species,

earth needs, supply groundwater and

and preserve the wetlands and other

nourish water sources. However, Taiwan’s

wildlife habitats. Previous projects partici-

rivers are gradually drying up,and their

pated in include: Tainan County Expansion

water quality is dropping down. The

and Revival, Campaign to Protect the

coastal areas have sunk by a thousand

Cigu Wetlands, Yunlin Kouhu Wetlands

square kilometers. These environmental

Areas, Swallows Wetlands Educational

disasters have roused everyone from pas-

Park, Saltwork Protection Area, Protection

sivity.

of the Land for the Southern Biological
Science Park, Protection of the rivers in

The establishment of Wetlands Taiwan

Kaohsiung and Pingdung, Development of

has revived hopes that through the coop-

the Chengsi Fishing Area, Expansion and

erative efforts of everyone, Taiwan’s eco-

Protection of the Yongan interior area.

logical environment can be rejuvenated.
With everyone’s support, a plan can be
developed on how to build sanctuaries to

Promote Wetlands protection and
conservation concepts

preserve the delicate environment on
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Taiwan’s coastal areas. A battle can be

Through volunteer work, tour guiding,

waged to protect Chiayi’s wetland turtles,

publications and the Internet, to make the
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protection of ecology take root in Taiwan.

area to Yunlin and Pingdung in the south.

Starting with the seacoast wetlands pro-

The range of the alliance’s research work

tection field trips, to introduce bird

is vast. Its surveys can include the coastal

species, crabs, coastal vegetation, man-

areas and watersheds and its plans can

groves, shellfish, saltworks, fishing and his-

include biologically sensitive regions.

torical sources to the public. Moreover, to

Research can be carried out on aquatic-

take the lead in organizing eco-tourism

born insects and their impact on water

activities in the Cigu salt marsh.

quality, for example in the areas of
Kaohsiung and Pingdung and a highway

The Wetlands Taiwan in cooperation

along the western seacost. It also includes

with NGOs in Tainan County and Tainan

important habitats located along roads in

City, have successful set up a touring

the south.

guide

preparatory

office

for

the

Inter national Black-Faced Spoonbill

In the future, the Wetlands Taiwan will

Protection Center. Moreover, the organiza-

continue current projects, and also

tion provides touring guides for the Sihcao

address the need for protecting the

and Cigu ecological areas. Every year,

coastal fishing areas, reviving local fish

3,000 persons join these programs; in 1997

species, lobbying the passage of the

and 1998, the number of persons joining

Coastal Act,and planning the manag-

exceeded 5,000. Occasionally, the organi-

ment of protected areas. These projects

zation organizes outdoor ecological talks

are grouped as coastal wildlife profection

and other activities to increase learning

areas, preservation water quality improve-

opportunities for volunteer workers.

ment and maintenance and fishing

Activities have been organized to Jinmen,

resources protection and public educa-

Penghu, Kending, Shanping, Budai,

tion.

Haomeiliao and Taidung. Under the

This is not just the responsibility of the

theme, “Beneath a Park Tree,” ecological

Wetlands Taiwan. We have to work togeth-

park educational activities have been

er with everyone who loves this land and

started, under the theme “Increasing the

its people, including non-government

Jacanas,” an ecological revival survey has

associations and business enterprises to

been started in Tainan and Danshui.

better protect Taiwan's wetlands.

Ecological surveys and research:
The research work of the Wetlands
Taiwan extends from Taiwan’s northern
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2. The Society of Wilderness

conservation groups to form an alliance to
push for the establishment of the Cilan

The Society of Wilderness (SOW) is an

National Park. Another area in which the

environmental protection group that

SOW is active is the protection of impor-

came out of the concern for Taiwan’s

tant wildlife habitats. It has already helped

wilderness. Its membership is open to any-

to promote establishment of an area of

one that shares this concern. Through con-

330 hectares for wildlife habitat in Yilan’s

tact with nature and environmental edu-

Shuanglianpi. It continues its efforts to pro-

cation, it promotes the protection and

tect the only remaining habitat for

conservation of wilderness in Taiwan and

Taiwan’s insectivorous plants and to pro-

has expanded its scope to include the rest

mote the conservation of Taiwan’s aquat-

of the world.

ic plants and ponds.

Since 1995, when it was originally

The Scope of SOW’s Efforts

founded, the SOW has seen average
annual increases in membership of 1,000.

1. Education

Today, the SOW has more than 7,000

The SOW deeply believes that by

members. Among them are people from

allowing people to experience and come

all walks of life including government

into contact with nature that they will be

employees, elected officials, scholars,

spurred into action to protect the environ-

business executives, medical professionals,

ment. Education encourages radical

instructors, members of the media, as well

changes in thought and behavior. Thus,

as housewives, retired persons, students,

since its early stage, the SOW has organ-

laborers and members of religious groups.

ized lectures, outdoor nature activities and
ecological research and training pro-

The SOW participates actively in a

grams for schools, businesses, communities

number of environmental conservation

and government departments. In addi-

efforts. For example, from September 1996

tion, it has held ecological photography

it began taking urgent steps to protect the

exhibitions around Taiwan which have

environment along the Hualian-Taidong

attracted tens of thousands of people, as

coast. When construction on the Shueilian

well as at least ten environmental educa-

power plant was announced, the SOW

tion fairs that have also attracted tens of

alerted people from a number of fields

thousands of visitors.

and organizations to urge the government
to carry out rigorous environmental impact
assessment. It also linked up environmental
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2. Habitat protection
Protection of important wildlife habi-
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4. Promotion of volunteerism
To avoid wasting or losing talent, the
SOW makes use of a core group of outstanding members and consultants, traveling with locals around Taiwan to share
their experiences. In addition, the society
has set up nine working groups and more
than 100 volunteer organizations to assist
the SOW in establishing chapters and liaison offices to determine the policies and
tats is one of the major tasks of the SOW. Its
efforts in this area include conservation of
the insectivorous plants around the
Lianhua Temple in Jhubei. This has
become one of Taiwan’s important ecological management projects. In addition,
the opening of the Wetland Botanical
Refuge and Center this year is another
important species and habitat conservation program.
3. Addressing of environmental issues
Encouraging the public to get involved
in wilderness protection is a way to merge
the natural environment and social and
economic development to build a society
focused on sustainable development.
Therefore, the SOW makes use of
approaches that are compatible with the
democratic system, such as rational discussion and debate, statement declaration, policy appraisal, public affairs monitoring, petitions, information provision, to
establish partnerships among business sectors and the government.
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actions that best fit local circumstances.
Through this system, the members can easily find the roles for them to carry out the
organization’s goals.
5. Integration of resources
The SOW is well known for its ability to
join forces and integrate resources. Even in
the society’s earliest days, it attracted a
large number of volunteers with a diversity
of specialties and skills.
6. Promotion of knowledge on Taiwan’s
natural resources
SOW deeply believes that maintaining
a good relationship with the media provides opportunities to disseminate information about Taiwan’s beautiful natural environment. Therefore, the SOW also set up a
website to provide a diversity of information, and works with radio and television
stations to increase promotion of environmental concepts. The SOW also publishes
a monthly newsletter with circulation of
8,000 and sends out 5,000 copies of its
monthly e-newsletters.
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7. Carrying out community environmental
work

3. Homemaker’s
Foundation

Union

and

The SOW believes that community
involvement is the key to the success of

At the beginning of 1987, a group of

future environmental conservation work.

housewives established the Homemaker’s

However, community involvement and

Union and Foundation whose main target

care for the local environment are not suf-

is to improve the environment and better

ficient. To solve this problem, the SOW has

living quality. The foundation aims to inte-

opened environmental education courses

grate women’s power to show social con-

in 20 community colleges around the

cerns and promote harmony in the family.

island. It is currently the civic organization
with the highest number of community
college course offerings in Taiwan.

Among a great variety of issues that
are of concern to the Homemaker’s Union
and Foundation are providing new infor-

8. Environmental education for children

mation on environmental protection. The

To raise care for the environment

foundation also organizes workshops for

among children, the SOW established a

environmental education and professional

children’s education working group. This

training to promote environmental protec-

group has brought together experts, schol-

tion concepts. The members apply envi-

ars, teachers and parents to carry out

ronmental protection awareness to daily

long-term publishing and research duties,

life and help supervise the government to

as well as to organize educational camps.

implement policies of garbage sorting,
resources recycling, and waste minimiza-

The SOW has worked tirelessly over the

tion.

years. It hopes that more people will come
to care about this land and join in its

Additionally, the foundation has devel-

efforts. It expects that through a collective

oped the “Environmental Protection

group of concerned citizens, Taiwan’s

Mommy Workshop” and the “Environmen-

wilderness can be preserved for many

tal-friendly DIY” to encourage more

generations to come.

housewives to promote green life. Through
radio and newspapers, or inviting community, schools and public as well as private
organizations, the foundation promotes
the concepts of implementing green consumption, environmental protection in
office, sand green life and ways to implement them.
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The foundation encourages the public

speeches and other activities. Its ultimate

to use recycled paper and shopping bags

purpose is to improve women’s capability

, and recycle materials. The foundation

to solve problems, participale in social

also educates the public to use waste oil

affairs, and confinue learning.

to make soaps. The investigations of the
environment consist of the evaluation of

The foundation is a nationwide organi-

environmental sanitation, the inspection of

zation. With its excellent image, it expects

nationwide communities, integrating com-

to play the role of supervising government,

munities to promote environmental pro-

and push the government to establish

tection jobs and allied with other associa-

appropriate environmental policy. It also

tions to organize Anti-Nuclear Action

attempts to make friends in local commu-

Alliance and the Ecological Protection

nities and educate the community on

Alliance.

environmental protection and know-how.

In 1989, the foundation established the
Education Committee and the Committee
for Helping Women to Develop. The former
committee is mainly composed of parents
to show their concern for education and
the government’s education policies for
bettering education quality. Its activities
include drafting related education policies, and holding “ Parents and Children
Learn Mathematics through Games” programs to help parents cultivate a friendly
environment for learning and drafting
related education policies.
Through cooperation, the other committee helps develop women’s potential,
emphasizes

women’s

rights,

raises

women’s confidence, and women’s
capability in participating in social services. The works include organizing welcoming activities, activities for showing concer n to all members, and planning
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4. Taiwan Environmental Protection
Union
The Taiwan Environmental Protection
Union (TEPU) was founded in November of
1987. For the past 17 years, it has unwaveringly focused its efforts on advancing the
concepts of a nuclear-free Taiwan, reduction and prevention of air, soil and water
pollution and protection of biological
diversity.
between man and nature are key
Since its inception, the TEPU has taken

for the sustaonable development,

concrete action on a number of issues

and social, economic and techno-

including alternative energy sources,

logical development must follow this

nuclear energy, refuse, soil and water con-

principle.

servation, industrial waste and pollution,

3. Environmental protection is the

ecological conservation, the ozone layer,

responsibility of all people, regardless

climatic changes and environmental

of nationality, ethnicity, religious

assessments, according to its three basic

beliefs

ideals:

Individuals and groups concerned

or

political

affiliation.

about the environment should work
1. Environmental rights are basic
human rights. They cannot be sold,

together constructively to achieve
common goals and objectives.

traded or taken away. People have
the right to oppose laws, regulations
and policies deemed harmful to the
environment in which they live, and
have the right to determine and
monitor the course of development
and construction within their communities.
2. Humans depend on the natural environment for their survival. The sustainable usage of natural resources, and
the harmonious interdependence
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Based on the above three ideals, the

To pursue the ideal of a sustainable

TEPU has worked tirelessly in many areas

Taiwan and to achieve the goal of a refer-

such as protection of mountain, forest, soil

endum on the building of the fourth

and water resources, promotion of envi-

nuclear power plant and the establish-

ronmental protection concepts, promo-

ment of a non-nuclear nation, the TEPU

tion of effective environmental legislation

has worked with the referendum on the

and resources recycling. Last year, it con-

fourth nuclear power plant action alliance

tinued its efforts to advance the ideal of a

and various civic groups to hold a number

nuclear-free Taiwan and the holding of a

of educational seminars around the island.

referendum on the construction of the

These seminars introduce the connotations

fourth nuclear power plant. It also extend-

of creating a nuclear-free nation, the risks

ed its watchdog, information dissemina-

of nuclear power, the difficulties in han-

tion, petitioning and protest efforts. Since

dling nuclear waste and various clean

1988, it has held annual anti-nuclear

and sustainable energy sources that can

protests on a national level. The main prin-

serve as alternatives. Through the showing

ciples of its anti-nuclear efforts are that

of documentaries on nuclear disasters, the

without the fourth nuclear power plant

public is made aware of the importance

Taiwan will not be deficient in electrical

and urgency of creating a nuclear-free

power, and if there is a need for more

nation. The next step is through grassroots

energy, alternatives can be developed.

action to raise concern for the environ-

Nuclear waste is a difficult problem that

ment and advance non-nuclear polices.

will continue to haunt the entire planet for

In addition, the TEPU is working to cultivate

many years to come. In addition, if there is

volunteers to establish ecologically friendly

a nuclear disaster, there will be no way to

communities, and encouraging the effort

contain it. If the voices of reason can win

toward reaching the common goal of cre-

out early enough and stop construction,

ating a safe and beautiful Taiwan.

the country can cut its losses. Eliminating

In addition, in recent years the TEPU’s

nuclear power plants will eliminate the risk

chapters have been involved in sustain-

of nuclear accident, and allow for the sta-

able development work such as promot-

bilization of electric power and space for

ing environmental education, flea markets

development of alter native energy

and the recycling of kitchen scraps, as

sources (such as wind power, solar power

well as the setting up of ecological parks,

and fuel cells). This will lead to an increase

ecological reserves and Magao National

in employment opportunities and create a

Park.

new road to prosperity for Taiwan.
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5. Archilife Research Foundation

first step should be the drawing of a clear
line between man-made development

Before 1970, western developed coun-

and natural development to lower their

tries conducted their trade and economic

interference with the final objective of

development through industrialization and

decreasing the area of man-made devel-

urbanization with the assumption that the

opment through rejuvenation of the natu-

earth was rich in resources that we could

ral environment.

draw upon. This assumption was later
adopted by many other countries, caus-

In the area of natural development,

ing worldwide climatic and geological

consideration should be taken to remove

imbalances.

constructions built solely for human convenience and replace them with struc-

It was not until the eruption of the

tures fit for natural ecology.

energy crisis that people started to realize
the limit of supply in natural resources and

In the man-made area, the "co-exis-

the scope of urbanization, and jumped to

tence recycling" concept should be

seek solutions.

applied to reduce the human demand for
land and natural resources and cutting its

With such a background, the Archilife

size. This process would eventually make

Research Foundation (ARF) was estab-

Taiwan a "Green Silicon Island." As human

lished in 1978, aiming to seek measures to

development covers various modes of sit-

resolve human living space problems

uations, urban and rural areas must adopt

through research and studies. Researchers

different strategies.

of the foundation have presented a number of papers on this direction since 1987

The urban area should have a higher

with the hope that through the study of

tree coverage percentage to create a

co-existence nature conservation, dam-

better ecological environment. Together

ages to natural environments caused by

with other environmental protection meas-

human activities could be eased and a

ures, expansion of tree coverage will also

sustainable development model could be

reduce pollutions and adjust population

created.

density to provide a better living environment.

As sustainable development is a natu-
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ral process, all development projects intro-

In the rural area, recycling technology

duced by humankind must follow this

should be introduced to transform the

priniciple to justify their cause. To promote

agricultural sector to a sustainable society

sustainable development, we believe the

with the aim of reducing the demand for
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land or increasing the density of popula-

foundation has formed three major objec-

tion.

tives:

It is hoped that through such measures,

1. Carry out long-term and extensive

the space of natural development will

research on national public policies

cover 60% of the area of the island, while

and provide the results to related

sustainable development communities willl

social and government units to serve

account for 30% of the land with the

as references for implementing

remaining 10% devoted to cities, industrial

meaningful, long-term and struc-

zones, military bases and large construc-

tured national reforms.

tions.
2. Conduct research on current short-

6. The Chinatimes Foundation

term political, economic, social and
cultural phenomena and issues, and

The Chinatimes Group has a history of

provide the results to related govern-

50 years and is one of the most successful

ment and social units to assist in the

media organizations in Taiwan. To give

resolution of short-term problems.

back to the society, which has supported
it over the years, this group established the

3. Recommend and disseminate infor-

Chinatimes Foundation on December 1,

mation on the best practices of

1988. The purposes of this foundation

other countries, to provide a basis for

include carrying out research on public

communication of ideas between

policy regarding political, economic,

society

social, educational and cultural issues of

between the various levels of socie-

concern to the general public. It is hoped

ty.

and

gover nment

and

that through research efforts and discussion on public policy that there will be

To fulfill the above objectives, this foun-

effective communication of public opin-

dation has organized symposiums, semi-

ion and the forming of a public consensus

nars and lectures on topics and issues of

to establish a direction for current and

concern to Taiwan, in which respected

future national policy making.

industry figures, government officials and
academics from Taiwan and abroad
Chinatimes

share their opinions and expertise. In addi-

Foundation is to give back to society, pro-

tion, scholars have been invited to carry

mote the public interest, strengthen inter-

out research focused on major public poli-

national academic exchanges and assist

cy concerns and publish their results in the

the government to push forward public

form of research reports or articles. The

The

mission

of

the

education work. From this mission, the
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Chinatimes Foundation also publishes

In 2003, the Chinatimes Foundation

books from local authors or translated ver-

worked hard on projects to protect

sions of overseas titles on a non-regular

Taiwan’s precious natural resources and

basis, especially on topics related to pub-

scenery. Following five meetings that com-

lic policy. It also assists other organizations

prised

or individuals to publish works. To directly

Development

serve the public, this foundation organizes

Chinatimes Foundation carried out promo-

educational training courses as well.

tion of sustainable development concepts

the

forum
held

on
in

Sustainable
August,

the

among civic groups. In addition, it gathMore

importantly,

Yu

Fan-ying,

ered opinions and suggestions from vari-

Executive Director of the Chinatimes

ous groups, as well as compiled informa-

Foundation, has been involved in river pro-

tion and results of past sustainable devel-

tection and environmental activism for

opment projects, to provide suggestions

more than ten years. River protection work

for future sustainable development efforts

has included integrating the efforts of

and a good base for the first year of this

academics with those of social service

movement.

workers to urge the government to place
emphasis on formulation and carrying out

The sustainable development and the

of strategies to restore and clean up the

usage of limited drinking water has been a

island’s rivers. Additional activities in this

major concern and drawn broad discus-

area include an art competition focused

sious worldwide. Working in coordination

on Taiwan’s rivers, the river environment

with the United Nations designation of

and water source protection symposiums,

2003 as the international year of freshwa-

the publication of results of river and water

ter resources, Taiwan’s National Science

quality inspections and the initiation of

Council, along with the Chinatimes

river clean-up activities. The Chinatimes

Foundation and various gover nment

Foundation has set up a special task force

agencies, carried out a serial activity from

focusing on rivers and the promotion of

August to October focused on the sustain-

environmental activism. As part of this task

able development of Taiwan’s freshwater

force’s efforts, it carries out surveys on

and marine resources. The serial activity

environmental concepts and essay com-

focused on education, to cultivate care

petitions on related subjects. In addition, it

and concern for Taiwan’s water resources

works with various groups around Taiwan

and their sustainable usage.

to develop educational materials on local
conditions and to carry out promotion of
environmental concepts.
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Other activities held by the foundation
in 2003 included a two-part event focused
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on forests and “greening” efforts and a

5. To write, edite, translate, and publish

symposium on the re-creation of a just

relevant books and journals.

society and rational space, as well as “The
Keep Walking Fund” financial assistance

6. To collect domestic and foreign
information.

projects. Publications included a guidebook to the forests of southern and eastern Taiwan, the 9th issue of its biannual

7. To establish a foundation or research

periodical and a compilation of papers

center engaged in designs of hard-

presented during the symposium on the

ware and software related to nation-

re-creation of a just society and rational

al parks.

space.
8. To promote, guide and operate businesses related to national parks.

7. National Park Association in
Taiwan

The association's activities in 2003 covered the following fields:

The National Park Association in Taiwan
was established on June 25, 1988 with the

1. A nine-member delegation, includ-

objectives of promoting research related

ing two government officials and

to national parks and nature conservation.

seven specialists from various academic sectors, attended the 5th
Session of the World Conservation

Its missions include:

Union held in South Africa in
September.

1. To conduct academic research,
investigations and planning of
resources in national parks.

2. Co-sponsored a symposium on the
5th

Session

of

the

World

2. To hold symposiums and public

Conservation Union at the National

activities on nature conservation.

Taiwan University on November 7,
2003.

3. To conduct commissioned research
and personnel training.

3.

In active planning for the launch of
the 7th Cross-Strait National Park
Conservation Symposium slated for

4. To promote communication and col-

August, 2004.

laboration between domestic and
foreign related organizations.

4.

Launching of the association's website on September 1.
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5. Launching of the association's
newletter on February 14, It was sus-

8. Taiwan Indigenous Peoples Policy
Association

pended latter on October 1 and
replaced by an express paper issued
irregularly.

The Taiwan Indigenous Peoples Policy
Association (TIPPA) entered the preparatory stage in 1999, and was formally estab-

6. Participated in an exhibition and

lished in 2000. TIPPA is a not-for-profit, non-

symposium on the internet spon-

governmental organization (NGO). Its cur-

sored by the Ministry of Foreign

rent president is Yang Chih-wei.

Affairs on December 20.
The membership of the TIPPA is open to
people concerned about the future of
Taiwan’s indigenous peoples, regardless of
political affiliation, race or position. The
main purpose of the TIPPA is to promote
self-determination of indigenous peoples.
From 1999 to 2001, the TIPPA participated in the Geneva conferences of the
United Nations Working Group on
Indigenous Peoples (UNWGIP). From the
excitement brought about from these
conferences and with Taiwan’s democracy movement gaining momentum,
Taiwan’s indigenous peoples began to
organize and start their own movement for
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ment and self-determination polices for
Taiwan’s indigenous peoples to propose
and advance feasible self-determination
programs. The third involves holding activities such as symposiums, seminars and
training camps, in which outstanding
indigenous peoples from all fields are invited, to cultivate and motivate indigenous
youth. The fourth relates to the translation
and publication of information and literaself-determination, return of traditional
lands and the right to use their original
aboriginal names rather than taking on a
Chinese one.
In addition, the TIPPA has devoted itself
to understanding the unique problems
and issues of Taiwan’s indigenous peoples,
and to protect and advance their rights.
The TIPPA also advocates the self-government and self-determination of indigenous
peoples, including policies that call for the
return of traditional lands, and the social
justice for indigenous peoples.

Main Goals of the TIPPA
Since its inception, the TIPPA has maintained five major objectives. The first is to
survey the advantages and disadvantages of current policies on Taiwan’s
indigenous peoples and to propose
polices that confor m to the needs of
indigenous peoples. The second is to
review the experiences of other countries,
and to explore and discuss self-govern-
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ture from related to indigenous peoples
other countries, . In this way, Taiwan’s
indigenous peoples can refer to and learn
from the experiences of other parts of the
world, and participate in a dialogue with
other indigenous peoples. The fifth is the
construction of an international network of
indigenous peoples, to allow for the formation of an alliance and mutual support
among international indigenous rights
groups.

Self-determination Will Prevent Cultural
Extinction
In early 1999, TIPPA successfully organized a training camp for village leaders. In
addition, on September 10, 1999, it signed
a partnership agreement between
Taiwan’s indigenous peoples and the government. In 2000, with a change in ruling
parties, TIPPA obtained a promise that the
new administration would work to establish
autonomous zones for Taiwan’s indigenous
peoples.
Focusing on the issue of indigenous
autonomy, TIPPA has undertaken the sur-
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vey of traditional lands of indigenous peoples, and is working for the return of these
lands for the creation of autonomous
zones. In addition, TIPPA is advancing the
concept of self-sufficiency in these zones,
including political, economic and cultural
self-sufficiency.

Promoting International Exchanges,
Marketing the Taiwan Experience
Internationally, in 2002, TIPPA participated in the World Seminar, which brought
together indigenous peoples from all over
the world. Also in 2002, TIPPA was invited to
participate in an Asia wide conference
organized by the Asia Indigenous Peoples
Pact (AIPP).
TIPPA is currently undertaking the translation of works on Native Americans and a
book on indigenous peoples and international law by Harvard professor James
Anaya. This year, this organization hopes to
become a platform for policy dialogues
and discussion. At the same time, it would
like to focus more attention on the rights of
women, including participating in regional
forums on issues concerning indigenous
women.
More importantly, TIPPA will continue its
international exchanges and participation
in international indigenous affairs. It also
hopes to increase awareness of Taiwan’s
indigenous peoples and market Taiwan’s
successful experiences to the international
community.
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Chapter VI National Council for Development Committee Meeting Records

1. Sixteenth Meeting of the National
Council for Sustainable Development,
Executive Yuan
The NCSD, Executive Yuan held its 16th
meeting on June 5, 2003 presided by
Premier Yu Shyi-kun, the chairman of the
council. During the meeting, the commission approved the following matters: The
Taiwan

Sustainable

Development

Indicators, the response to SARS and sustainable development and the Assistance
to Local Governments for the Definition
and Promotion of 21st Century Programs.
The commission also approved measures
to reduce the consumption of electric
power and the development of renewable energy.

2. Seventeenth Meeting of the
National Council for Sustainable
Development, Executive Yuan
The NCSD held its 17th meeting on
December 16, 2003 presided by Premier
Yu. During the meeting, the commission
heard reports on the implementation of
the Action Plan, 9th meeting of the parties
to the UNFCC, the assisting program to
local governmnet for defining and drafting local sustainable development action
plans, and the implementation of the
Biodiversity Promation Play.
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